AD&LE AND CO.
nearer the mark. Neva: mind. If we weren't insane,
we shouldn't be here. And, once you're insane, nothing
matters — there aren't any odds. I found that out at
Tours. The entirely incredible happened — it does in
dreams. The preposterous came to pass. And having
seen that with my eyes, I know it may happen again.
It doesn't seem very likely, but Casca may break his
rule and go for a drive. And after a while he may
get out of the car. And he may stroll into a thicket
and wait for us to come up. And thai he may
raise his vote and broadcast the time and place at
which he proposes to part with the stolen goods.
I tdl you. Tut taking no risks— I've got a peaeil
a! ready to take it down. You know. Like tie
result of the Grand National"
" Quite right/* saM Jonah, quietly. <f IVe got one,
too," ,
As tlie applause dfod down™
w I giro ysm feC saM Berry.   " On with the
By one o'clock that day we were all at our posts.
J«a& and I were lying at ease in a meadow which
ftated the road which Walker was going to use.
Behind us, between where we lay and the road, an
amply bam, which stood on the edge of the field, was
aling the Rolls, Since the barn had a door to
the iwd, we could not have been better placed, for,
ooce the car had gone by, we had but to open the door
and start m pursuit
Hie irad 'pursuit* is misleading. It was most
hapoctaait, of course* that we should not lose touch:
butt it was just as important that, though we followed
Wbind* we sbtraW mi appear.   If Casca in fact drove
f

